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Why GAO Did This Study
Over the next 5 years, DOD plans to spend over $65 billion on its space system acquisitions portfolio, including many systems that rely on software for key capabilities. However, software-intensive space systems have had a history of significant schedule delays and billions of dollars in cost growth.

Senate and House reports accompanying the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2017 contained provisions for GAO to review challenges in software-intensive DOD space programs. This report addresses, among other things, (1) the extent to which these programs have involved users; and (2) what software-specific management challenges, if any, programs faced. To do this work, GAO reviewed four major space defense programs with cost growth or schedule delays caused, in part, by software. GAO reviewed applicable statutes and DOD policies and guidance that identified four characteristics of effective user engagement. GAO reviewed program documentation; and interviewed program officials, contractors, and space systems users. GAO also analyzed program metrics, test and evaluation reports, and external program assessments.

What GAO Found
The four major Department of Defense (DOD) software-intensive space programs that GAO reviewed struggled to effectively engage system users. These programs are the Air Force’s Joint Space Operations Center Mission System Increment 2 (JMS), Next Generation Operational Control System (OCX), Space-Based Infrared System (SBIRS); and the Navy’s Mobile User Objective System (MUOS). These ongoing programs are estimated to cost billions of dollars, have experienced overruns of up to three times originally estimated cost, and have been in development for periods ranging from 5 to over 20 years. Previous GAO reports, as well as DOD and industry studies, have found that user involvement is critical to the success of any software development effort. For example, GAO previously reported that obtaining frequent feedback is linked to reducing risk, improving customer commitment, and improving technical staff motivation. However, the programs GAO reviewed often did not demonstrate characteristics of effective user engagement that are identified in DOD policy and statute:

- **Early engagement.** OCX involved users early; JMS planned to but, in practice, did not; SBIRS and MUOS did not plan to involve users early.
- **Continual engagement.** JMS, OCX, and SBIRS all planned to continually involve users but, in practice, did not fully do so; MUOS did not plan to do so.
- **Feedback based on actual working software.** OCX and SBIRS provided users opportunities to give such feedback but only years into software development; JMS and MUOS did not provide opportunities for feedback.
- **Feedback incorporated into subsequent development.** JMS, OCX, and SBIRS all planned to incorporate user feedback but, in practice, have not done so throughout development; MUOS did not plan to do so.

As reflected above, actual program efforts to involve users and obtain and incorporate feedback were often unsuccessful. This was due, in part, to the lack of specific guidance on user involvement and feedback. Although DOD policies state that users should be involved and provide feedback on software development projects, they do not provide specific guidance on the timing, frequency, and documentation of such efforts. Without obtaining user feedback and acceptance, programs risk delivering systems that do not meet users’ needs. In selected instances, the lack of user involvement has contributed to systems that were later found to be operationally unsuitable.

The programs GAO reviewed also faced software-specific challenges in using commercial software, applying outdated software tools, and having limited knowledge and training in newer software development techniques. For example, programs using commercial software often underestimated the effort required to integrate such software into an overall system. Secondly, selected programs relied on obsolete software tools that they were accustomed to using but which industry had since replaced. Finally, GAO found that two of the reviewed programs lacked knowledge of more modern software development approaches. DOD has acknowledged these challenges and has efforts underway to address each of them.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACAT</td>
<td>Acquisition Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DevOps</td>
<td>Development and Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDS</td>
<td>Defense Digital Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODI</td>
<td>Department of Defense Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSB</td>
<td>Defense Science Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAB-T</td>
<td>Family of Advanced Beyond Line-of-Sight Terminals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITARA</td>
<td>Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFRDC</td>
<td>Federally Funded Research and Development Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC</td>
<td>International Electrotechnical Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Organization for Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMS Inc. 2</td>
<td>Joint Space Operations Center Mission System Increment 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSpOC</td>
<td>Joint Space Operations Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIS</td>
<td>Major Acquisition Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDAP</td>
<td>Major Defense Acquisition Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUOS</td>
<td>Mobile User Objective System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDAA</td>
<td>National Defense Authorization Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCX</td>
<td>Next Generation Operational Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBIRS</td>
<td>Space-Based Infrared System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMDC/ARSTRAT</td>
<td>Space and Missile Defense Command / Army Forces Strategic Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSTRATCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Strategic Command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Congressional Committees

Department of Defense (DOD) space systems have grown increasingly dependent on software to enable a wide range of functions, including satellite command and control, early detection and tracking of objects in the earth’s orbit, global positioning system (GPS) signals, and radio communication for military forces. Over the next 5 years, DOD plans to spend over $65 billion on its space system acquisitions portfolio, including many systems that rely on software for key capabilities. However, over the last two decades, DOD has had trouble with space acquisition programs where software is a key component, as evidenced by significant schedule delays and billions of dollars of cost growth attributable in part to software problems.

For over 30 years, we have reported on DOD’s challenges in acquiring software-intensive weapon systems, including space systems.¹ These challenges include: ineffective management of system requirements, critical software design deficiencies, deferred resolution of problems to later phases of development, inadequate testing of systems, and a lack of meaningful metrics.² Congress has mandated DOD to improve its approaches for software development within major defense acquisitions. For example, in 2002, Congress required that each military department establish a program to (1) improve the software acquisition process that includes efforts to develop appropriate metrics for performance measurement and continual process improvement; and (2) ensure that

¹For the purposes of this report, we use the international standard for software-intensive systems: any system where software contributes essential influences to the design, construction, deployment, and evolution of the system as a whole. International Organization for Standardization / International Electrotechnical Commission / Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (ISO/IEC/IEEE), International Standard, Systems and software engineering—Architecture description, 42010 (December 2011).

key program personnel have an appropriate level of experience or training in software acquisition. In 2010, Congress required that DOD implement processes to include early and continual user involvement, among other things. In 2014, Congress enacted information technology (IT) acquisition reform legislation (referred to as the Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act, or FITARA), which, among other things, requires covered agencies’ chief information officers to certify that incremental development is adequately implemented for IT investments.

In response, DOD has made efforts to improve its software development within weapon system acquisitions, such as revising the Department of Defense Instruction (DODI) 5000.02—its instruction for the management of all DOD acquisition programs—in 2015 for programs to use development approaches such as incremental development and to involve users more frequently. In addition, the DODI 5000.02 allows programs to tailor its acquisition procedures to more efficiently achieve program objectives.

Senate and House reports accompanying the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2017 contain provisions for us to review software-intensive DOD space system acquisition programs, among other things. This report addresses, for selected software-

---

3DOD has been directed to improve software acquisition in general and improve user involvement. In particular, the Bob Stump National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2003, Pub. L. No. 107-314, § 804 (2002) requires DOD to improve the software-related weapon system acquisition processes with, at a minimum, a documented process for software acquisition planning, requirements development and management, project management and oversight, and risk management; efforts to develop appropriate metrics for performance measurement and continual process improvement; and a process to ensure that key program personnel have an appropriate level of experience or training. In addition, the Fiscal Year 2010 NDAA, Pub. L. No. 111-84, § 804 (2009) requires DOD to implement weapon system acquisition processes that are designed to include early and continual involvement of the user; multiple, rapidly executed increments or releases of capability; early, successive prototyping to support an evolutionary approach; and a modular, open-systems approach.

4Carl Levin and Howard P. “Buck” McKeon National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2015, Pub. L. No. 113-291, § 831 (codified as amended at 40 U.S.C. § 11319). 40 U.S.C. § 11319(b)(1)(B)(ii) requires that, for covered agencies including DOD, the chief information officers certify that IT investments are adequately implementing incremental development, as defined in capital planning guidance issued by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). OMB’s memorandum M-15-14, Management and Oversight of Federal Information Technology (2015) defines information technology for the purposes of implementing FITARA and sets the standard for adequate incremental development of software or services as delivery of new or modified technical functionality to users at least every 6 months.
intensive space programs, (1) the extent to which these programs have involved users and delivered software using newer development approaches; and (2) what software-specific management challenges, if any, these programs have faced.

We reviewed four software-intensive major defense programs with cost growth or schedule delays attributed, in part, to software development challenges. In selecting these systems from an initial list of 49 DOD space programs, we narrowed our selection to software-intensive Major Defense Acquisition Programs and Major Automated Information Systems as identified by DOD where software development has contributed in some part to cost growth or schedule delays. We further narrowed to those programs that experienced unit cost or schedule breaches or changes and represented different DOD services and acquisition categories. These programs are the Air Force’s Joint Space Operations Center Mission System Increment 2 (JMS), Next Generation Operational Control System (OCX), Space-Based Infrared System (SBIRS); and the Navy’s Mobile User Objective System (MUOS).

To address the objectives, we interviewed officials from the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment, Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Engineering, Office of

5The term “Major Defense Acquisition Program” (MDAP) means a Department of Defense acquisition program that is not a highly sensitive classified program (as determined by the Secretary of Defense) and—(1) that is designated by the Secretary of Defense as a major defense acquisition program; or (2) that is estimated by the Secretary of Defense to require an eventual total expenditure for research, development, test, and evaluation of more than $480,000,000 (based on fiscal year 2014 constant dollars) or an eventual total expenditure for procurement of more than $2,790,000,000 (based on fiscal year 2014 constant dollars). 10 U.S.C. § 2433(a); amounts and base fiscal year adjusted on the basis of Department of Defense escalation rates per 10 U.S.C. § 2430(b). Department of Defense Instruction 5000.02, Operation of the Defense Acquisition System (Enclosure 1, Acquisition Program Categories and Compliance Requirements) (Aug. 31, 2018).

6The MDAP definitions for significant and critical unit cost breaches are based on unit cost growth as defined in 10 U.S.C. 2433. The Major Automated Information System (MAIS) program definitions for significant and critical changes are based on schedule, cost, or expected performance of the program were defined in 10 U.S.C. 2445c prior to repeal by the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010, Pub.L. No. 111-84, § 846 (2009).

7We initially selected the Family of Advanced Beyond Line-of-Sight Terminals (FAB-T) program but were unable to assess the program’s software issues with the same level of detail as the other programs we reviewed because, despite prior software challenges, the program stated it does not have documentation that separately tracks software-related requirements or efforts.
Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation, Office of the Director of Operational Test and Evaluation, Defense Digital Service, Defense Innovation Board, and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Space Acquisition. We also interviewed officials from the selected program offices and their respective contractors, space systems users, DOD test organizations, and Federally Funded Research and Development Centers.

To determine how effectively selected DOD software-intensive space programs have involved users and adopted newer software development approaches, we reviewed the Fiscal Year 2010 NDAA, in addition to DOD’s 2010 report to Congress in response to this statute, and DODI 5000.02, which identified characteristics of user engagement. We then reviewed relevant program plans and documentation—such as human engineering and human systems integration plans, and standard operating procedures—and interviewed program officials and end users to determine the extent to which the program addressed the characteristics. We also examined DOD guidance and applicable leading practices to identify time frames for delivering software under incremental and iterative software development approaches, and we compared these time frames to program performance.

To determine what software-specific management challenges, if any, these selected programs have faced, we reviewed GAO reports and industry reports and studies on software tools and metrics used to manage software programs and also reviewed program management reports, contract documents, and external reports. We also interviewed program and contractor officials and officials from Federally Funded Research and Development Centers. We also reviewed program metrics, test and evaluation reports, and external program assessments. See Appendix I for additional information on our objectives, scope, and methodology.

In 2018, the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment appointed a Special Assistant for Software Acquisition to provide strategic focus and overall policy guidance on all matters of defense software acquisition. In 2015, DOD established the Defense Digital Service (DDS) to influence the way DOD builds and deploys technology and digital services. In 2016, DOD established the Defense Innovation Board to provide independent advice and recommendations on innovative ways to address future challenges in terms of integrated change to technology applications, among other things.

For DOD space systems, users include operators of the system as well as end users of the data produced by the system.
We conducted this performance audit from November 2017 to March 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

**Background**

Software development approaches have evolved over time. DOD weapon system acquisition programs have traditionally developed software using what is known as the waterfall development approach, first conceived in 1970 as linear and sequential phases of development over several years that result in a single delivery of capability. Figure 1 depicts an overview of the waterfall approach.

---

10A 1970 paper entitled *Managing the Development of Large Software Systems*, by Dr. Winston W. Royce, is considered by the Software Engineering Institute and others to be the basis for waterfall methodology. See Royce, Winston. Managing the Development of Large Software Systems. Reprinted from *Proceedings, IEEE WESCOM* (August 1970), pages 1-9. Although the paper never uses the term “waterfall,” the model has sequential phases that flow continuously from one step to the next. While the paper noted that this model is risky because it is unknown how the system will actually work until the testing phase, and recommended iterative interaction between steps, it became the foundation for what is known as the waterfall approach. In 1985, DOD released DOD Standard 2167, which required software development programs to follow a uniform process that mirrored the waterfall methodology.
Within industry, software development has evolved with the adoption of newer approaches and tools. For example, while a traditional waterfall approach usually is often broadly scoped, multiyear, and produces a product at the end of a sequence of phases, an incremental approach delivers software in smaller parts, or increments, in order to deliver capabilities more quickly. This development technique has been preferred for acquiring major federal IT systems, to the maximum extent practicable, and in OMB guidance since at least 2000.11 In addition, iterative development promotes continual user engagement with more frequent software releases to users. Figure 2 shows an overview of incremental and iterative development.

Figure 2: Incremental and Iterative Software Development
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Source: GAO analysis of Department of Defense (DOD) and industry documentation. | GAO-19-136
DevOps is a more recent type of software development first used by industry around 2009. According to the Defense Innovation Board, DevOps represents the integration of software development and software operations, along with the tools and culture that support rapid prototyping and deployment, early engagement with the end user, and automation and monitoring of software.\textsuperscript{12} Figure 3 shows a notional representation of the DevOps approach based on DOD and industry information. There are also a variety of other software development approaches.\textsuperscript{13}

Incremental, Iterative, and DevOps approaches are further described as follows:

- **Incremental development** sets high level requirements early in the effort, and functionality is delivered in stages. Multiple increments deliver a part of the overall required program capability. Several builds and deployments are typically necessary to satisfy approved requirements. DOD guidance for incremental development for software-intensive programs states that each increment should be delivered within 2 years, and OMB guidance issued pursuant to


\textsuperscript{13}Other approaches include Spiral Model, Lean, and others. For the purposes of this report, we focus on the newer approaches that have been adopted by the DOD software-intensive space programs in our review.
FITARA requires delivery of software for information technology investments in 6-month increments.\textsuperscript{14}

- **Iterative development** takes a flexible approach to requirements setting. In this approach, requirements are refined in iterations based on user feedback. We include Agile development approaches in this category of development; although most Agile approaches include aspects of both iterative and incremental development, as shown in figure 4. The Agile approach was first articulated in 2001 in what is known as the Agile Manifesto. The Agile Manifesto states the importance of four values: (1) individuals and interactions over processes and tools, (2) working software over comprehensive documentation, (3) customer collaboration over contract negotiation, and (4) responding to change as opposed to following a pre-set plan. Approaches that share common Agile principles include: Scrum, Extreme Programming, and Scaled Agile Framework, among others.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{Figure 4: Incremental and Iterative Aspects of Agile Development}

\begin{itemize}
  \item **Incremental**
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Software is built and released in pre-planned pieces.
      \item Initial planning, requirements, and validation is set at the beginning, with functionality allocated to a series of stages.
    \end{itemize}
  \item **Iterative**
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Working software is successively refined and released.
      \item After an initial, simplified release, subsequent iterations improve the software through the addition of greater detail.
    \end{itemize}
  \item **Agile**
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Software is delivered in increments throughout the project but built iteratively by refining or discarding portions as required based on user feedback.
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Defense (DOD) and industry documentation. | GAO-19-136

\textsuperscript{14}DODI 5000.02 states that Incrementally Deployed Software Intensive Systems software deploys full capability in multiple increments as new capability is developed and delivered, nominally in 1-to 2-year cycles. DODI 5000.02, § 5(c)(3)(d) (Aug. 31, 2018). Pursuant to FITARA, the Office of Management and Budget guidance on information technology investments has described adequate incremental development for software as delivery of new or modified technical functionality to users at least every 6 months. For the purposes of this report, we used the upper end of the DOD range (2 years) in evaluating DOD incremental software deliveries.

\textsuperscript{15}Some other key differentiators of Agile software development include: focus on consistent work velocity, focus on high software quality, and focus on maximum defect containment. For more on Agile software development, see http://agilemanifesto.org/.
These approaches stress delivering the most value as early as possible and constantly improving it throughout the project lifecycle based on user feedback. Within industry, Agile development approaches typically complete iterations within 6 weeks, and deliver working software to the user at the end of each iteration. According to DOD and industry, iterative development approaches have led to quicker development at lower costs and have provided strategic benefit through rapid response to changing user needs.

- **DevOps** is a variation of Agile that combines “development” and “operations,” emphasizing communication, collaboration, and continuous integration between both software developers and users. According to the Software Engineering Institute, DevOps is commonly seen as an extension of Agile into the operations side of the process, implementing continuous delivery through automated pipelines. In general, all stakeholders—including operations staff, testers, developers, and users—are embedded on the same team from the project’s inception to its end, ensuring constant communication. Automated deployment and testing is used instead of a manual approach, and the developer’s working copies of software are synchronized with the users. Software code is continuously integrated and delivered into production or a production-like environment. According to industry reports, the use of DevOps may lower costs due to immediate detection of problems as well as result in a greater

---

16 This initial delivery is often called a minimum viable product. Within DOD, it may be known as a minimum deployable or minimum releasable product.

17 The National Defense Industrial Association, International Standards Organization, and other industry studies recommend deliveries of working software within a range of 1 to 6 weeks. The DOD Instruction 5000.02 (Aug. 31, 2018) does not contain guidance for iterative deliveries. For the purposes of this report, we used the upper end of the industry range (6 weeks) in evaluating DOD iterative software deliveries.


19 There are multiple ways to define DevOps. For the purposes of this report, we used descriptions from DOD, Software Engineering Institute, U.S. General Services Administration, and The MITRE Corporation.

confidence in the software because the users have continuous visibility into development, testing, and deployment.21

According to DOD officials from the Undersecretary of Defense, Research and Engineering, adopting Agile and DevOps within DOD weapon system acquisitions—which includes DOD space programs—is challenging and requires programs to adopt comprehensive strategies that cover broad topics. Officials said these strategies should include plans for cultural adoption by the program office and contractor; training and certification for program office and contractor personnel; and tools, metrics, and processes that support continuous integration and delivery, among others.

While there are a variety of approaches to developing software, involving users in early stages and throughout software development helps detect deficiencies early. Industry studies have shown it becomes more expensive to remove conceptual flaws the later they are found.22 Previous GAO reports as well as other DOD and industry studies have also found that user involvement is critical to the success of any software development effort.23 For example, we previously reported that obtaining frequent feedback is linked to reducing risk, improving customer

---


commitment, and improving technical staff motivation.\textsuperscript{24} We also previously reported that two factors critical to success in incremental development were involving users early in the development of requirements and prior to formal end-user testing.\textsuperscript{25}

In the Fiscal Year 2010 NDAA, Congress directed DOD to develop and implement a new acquisition process for information technology systems that, among other things, include early and continuous involvement of the user.\textsuperscript{26} This statute, in addition to DOD’s 2010 report to Congress in response to the statute, and DODI 5000.02 identify characteristics of effective user engagement for DOD acquisitions, including:

- **Early engagement:** Users are involved early during development to ensure that efforts are aligned with user priorities.

- **Continual engagement:** Users are involved on a regular, recurring basis throughout development to stay informed about the system’s technical possibilities, limitations, and development challenges.\textsuperscript{27}

- **Feedback based on actual working software:** User feedback during development is based on usable software increments to provide early insight into the actual implementation of the solution and to test whether the design works as intended.

\textsuperscript{24}GAO-12-681.

\textsuperscript{25}GAO-18-148.


\textsuperscript{27}Section 804’s requirement for early and continual involvement of the user is consistent with the recommendations in Chapter 6 of the March 2009 report of the Defense Science Board Task Force, which notes that enhanced stakeholder engagement and analytical rigor should be throughout the acquisition life cycle. In earlier phases of the acquisition, the program reviews should be quarterly calendar-based events, while later phases should link such reviews with iterations or delivery of multiple, rapidly executed increments/releases of capability, among other things. See Defense Science Board, *Department of Defense Policies and Procedures for the Acquisition of Information Technology* (Washington, D.C.: March 2009).
Feedback incorporated into subsequent development: User feedback is incorporated into the next build or increment.  

Software Enables Operational Capability in All Segments of Space Systems

Defense space systems typically consist of multiple segments: one or more satellites, ground control systems, and, in some cases, terminals for end-users. Each segment depends on software to enable critical functionality, such as embedded software in satellite vehicles, in applications installed on computer terminals in ground control stations, or embedded signal processing software in user terminals to communicate with satellites, shown in figure 5.

---

**Figure 5: Critical Software Functions within DOD Space Systems**

- **Satellite flight software** includes communications, payload management, command sequences and procedures, and computer instructions.

- **Ground software** includes data processing, distribution, and storage; tracking and commanding; telemetry; and mission planning and support.

- **User terminal software** includes software embedded in ground terminals, handheld receivers, receivers in ground vehicles, spacecraft, aircraft, ships, and weapons.

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Defense (DOD) documentation. | GAO-19-136
Selected Software-Intensive Space Systems Have a History of Cost Growth and Schedule Delays

We have previously reported on significant cost growth and schedule delays in numerous DOD space systems, with some space program costs rising as much as 300 percent, and delays so lengthy that some satellites spend years in orbit before key capabilities are able to be fully utilized. In particular, the programs described below have experienced significant software challenges, including addressing cybersecurity requirements, which have contributed to cost growth and schedule delays.

Joint Space Operations Center (JSpOC) Mission System Increment 2 (JMS)

The Air Force’s JMS program aims to replace an aging space situational awareness and command and control system with improved functionality to better track and catalogue objects in the earth’s orbit to support decision making for space forces. Increment 2 is to replace existing systems and deliver additional mission functionality. The Air Force is providing this functionality in three deliveries: the first delivery—Service Pack 7—provided hardware and software updates and was delivered in September 2014; the second delivery—Service Pack 9—aims to improve functions currently being performed, such as determining space object orbits and risks of collision; and the final delivery—Service Pack 11—aims to provide classified functionality. The government is serving as the system integrator directly managing the integration of government and commercially developed software onto commercial, off-the-shelf hardware, so there is no prime contractor.

---


31The Air Force initially planned to deploy JMS as a single increment with five releases and final delivery in 2016. However, in 2011, we recommended, among other things, that DOD ensure that key program risks are fully assessed to help ensure cost, schedule, and performance goals are met. We also noted in the report that implementing this recommendation may require dividing up the program into separate increments, which the Air Force later did in December 2011. See GAO, Space Acquisitions: Development and Oversight Challenges in Delivering Improved Space Situational Awareness Capabilities, GAO-11-545 (Washington, D.C.: May 27, 2011).

32According to the Air Force, the JMS program is transitioning to provide Space Situational Awareness and Battle Management Command and Control capabilities. For the purposes of this report, we reviewed JMS software development efforts through December 2018.
Historical software development challenges include:

- In 2015, we found that inconsistencies in the program’s software development schedule made it unclear whether the program would be able to meet its remaining milestones. The same year, the program declared a schedule breach against its baseline due, in part, to delays in resolving deficiencies identified during software testing.

- In 2016, DOD noted that the revised schedule was still highly aggressive with a high degree of risk because the program was concurrently developing and testing software.

- In 2017, developmental tests found a number of mission critical software deficiencies, which delayed operational testing. The Director of Operational Test and Evaluation also noted that additional work remained to help provide adequate cyber defense for JMS.

- During operational testing in 2018, JMS was found not operationally effective and not operationally suitable due, in part, to missing software requirements, urgent deficiencies that affected system performance, and negative user feedback.

---

The Navy’s MUOS program aims to provide satellite communications to fixed and mobile terminal users with availability worldwide. MUOS includes a satellite constellation, a ground control and network management system, and a new waveform for user terminals.\textsuperscript{34} The ground system includes the ground transport, network management, satellite control, and associated infrastructure to both operate the satellites and manage the users’ communications. The MUOS constellation is complete, and, according to program officials, software development officially ended in 2012 with the delivery of the waveform software. However, the user community still cannot monitor and manage MUOS. MUOS has two types of users: ground operators responsible for managing the MUOS communications network, and the military users of radios. Space and Missile Defense Command / Army Forces Strategic Command (SMDC/ARSTRAT) was the user representative while MUOS was developed.

While DOD allowed the program to move into sustainment—the phase after development is formally completed—the program continues to resolve challenges with the ground segment, and the contractor continues to deliver software updates to address deficiencies.\textsuperscript{35} In 2017, the program transitioned its software sustainment efforts to an Agile development approach in preparation for a follow-on operational test currently scheduled to begin in June 2019. While Lockheed Martin Space Systems is the prime contractor for MUOS, we evaluated software efforts conducted by General Dynamics, the subcontractor performing software development.

\textsuperscript{34}Waveforms are software for end-user terminals.

\textsuperscript{35}According to program officials, MUOS software has been in sustainment since 2012 but is funding ongoing software efforts as interim contractor support.
Historical software development challenges include:

- In 2014, DOD found that 72 percent of the software was obsolete.
- Also in 2014, operational testing was delayed due to software reliability issues in the ground system and waveform.
- In 2015, we found that over 90 percent of MUOS’ planned capability was dependent on resolving issues related to integrating the MUOS waveform, terminals, and ground systems.  

- Also in 2015, operational tests determined MUOS was not operationally effective, suitable, or survivable due in part to cybersecurity concerns in the ground system.
- As of 2016, there were still existing and emerging cybersecurity vulnerabilities to be addressed.

---

The Air Force’s OCX program is designed to replace the current ground control system for legacy and new GPS satellites. OCX software is being developed in a series of blocks: Block 0 is planned to provide the launch and checkout system and support initial testing of GPS III satellites and cybersecurity advancements. Blocks 1 and 2 are planned to provide command and control for previous generations of satellites and GPS III satellites as well as monitoring and control for current and modernized signals. The OCX contractor delivered Block 0 in September 2017. The Air Force took possession of Block 0 in October 2017 by signing a certificate of conformance, and will accept it at a later date after Block 1 is delivered.


38 Per FAR § 46.504, a certificate of conformance may be used in certain instances instead of a source inspection at the discretion of a contracting officer if the following conditions apply: (a) acceptance on the basis of a contractor’s certificate of conformance is in the Government’s interest; (b)(1) small losses would be incurred in the event of a defect; (b)(2) because of the contractor’s reputation or past performance, it is likely that the supplies or services furnished will be acceptable and any defective work would be replaced, corrected, or repaired without contest.
Historical software development challenges include:

- In 2013, DOD paused OCX development due to incomplete systems engineering, which led to continuous rework and deferred requirements.
- In 2015, we reported that, among other things, OCX had significant difficulties related to cybersecurity implementation.\(^{39}\)
- In 2016, the program declared a Nunn-McCurdy unit cost breach.\(^{40}\) Also in 2016, the contractor began implementing DevOps at the recommendation of Defense Digital Service but, according to the program office and contractor, only planned to automate development without the operations component of DevOps. The contractor did not achieve initial planned schedule efficiencies.
- In 2017, the Air Force accepted Block 0 despite over 200 open software defects. According to the program, when Block 0 was accepted there was also a plan to resolve the open software defects by the time of the first launch. Since then, according to the program office, all necessary defects related to launch have been addressed.
- In 2018, DOD noted that the schedule was at risk since the program made aggressive assumptions in its plan to develop, integrate, test software, and resolve defects.

---


\(^{40}\)10 U.S.C. § 2433, commonly referred to as Nunn-McCurdy, requires the Department of Defense to notify Congress whenever a major defense acquisition program’s unit cost experiences cost growth that exceeds certain thresholds.
The Air Force’s SBIRS program is an integrated system of both space and ground elements that aim to detect and track missile launches. SBIRS is designed to replace or incorporate existing defense support ground stations and satellites to improve upon legacy system timeliness, accuracy, and threat detection sensitivity. The Air Force is delivering the SBIRS ground system in one program with two increments: the first increment became operational in 2001 and supports functionality of existing satellites. The second increment, which is still in development, is designed to provide new space segments, mission control software and hardware, and mobile ground capability. The Air Force is delivering these capabilities in multiple blocks: Block 10 was accepted in 2016 and introduced new ground station software and hardware. Block 20 is expected to be complete by late 2019 and is planned to further improve ground station software.

The initial SBIRS architecture included “High” and “Low” orbiting space-based components and ground processing segments. In 2001, the Low component was transferred from the Air Force to the Missile Defense Agency and was renamed the Space Tracking and Surveillance System. The Air Force continues to develop SBIRS High—Geosynchronous satellites (GEO) and Highly elliptical orbit (HEO) payloads—and related ground segment. For the purposes of this report, we evaluated software development in SBIRS ground and applicable flight software development.

The reported costs include the baseline program (GEO 1-4, HEO 1-2 and ground) and the block buy program of GEO 5-6. The Air Force currently reports these programs separately.
Historical software development challenges include:

- In September 2007, we found that the amount of rework resulting from unresolved software discrepancies was contributing to cost growth and schedule delays. In addition, the program had software algorithms that were not yet completed or demonstrated, hundreds of open deficiency reports, and a lack of coordination between space and ground system software databases.
- In 2016, DOD said that software deficiencies were contributing to delays in delivering the ground architecture.
- In 2018, DOD noted that flight software development remained a concern to the overall program schedule. According to SBIRS users and the program office, cybersecurity issues found during Block 10 testing are still being addressed as a part of the Block 20 effort.

---

**SBIRS Program Essentials**

- **Program office:** Air Force Space and Missile Systems Center, El Segundo, CA
- **Contractor:** Lockheed Martin Space Systems
- **Contract Type:** Fixed Price Incentive (Firm Target) with Cost Plus Fixed Fee line items
- **Software Development Approach:** Incremental
- **Operational Users:** 460th Space Wing
- **Start of System Development:** Oct. 1996
- **Cost at start of System Development (FY19$M):** $5,467.97
- **Current Cost (FY19$M):** $19,875.67
- **First Estimated Date of Full Operational Capability:** N/A
- **Current Estimated Date of Full Operational Capability:** N/A

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Defense data.

*The SBIRS program has not published objective or threshold Full Operational Capability dates.*

---

---

DOD programs we reviewed frequently did not involve users early or continually during development, base user feedback on actual working software, or incorporate user feedback into subsequent software deliveries. Most programs had plans to incorporate these elements of user engagement throughout their software development efforts, but they often did not follow those plans due, in part, to the lack of specific guidance on user involvement and feedback. Regarding frequency of software delivery, while DODI 5000.02 suggests that programs deliver incremental software deliveries every 1 to 2 years, the programs we reviewed often continued to deliver software consistent with the long delivery schedules common to waterfall development. DOD is taking steps to address this issue.

The four programs we reviewed often did not demonstrate key characteristics of effective user engagement as summarized below:

- **Early engagement.** OCX involved users early and JMS planned to involve users early but, in practice, did not do so; SBIRS and MUOS did not plan to involve users early in software development.

- **Continual engagement.** JMS, OCX, and SBIRS all planned to continually involve users but, in practice, did not fully do so; MUOS did not plan to do so.

- **Feedback based on actual working software.** OCX and SBIRS have provided users opportunities to provide such feedback but only years into software development; JMS and MUOS did not provide opportunities for feedback.

- **Feedback incorporated into subsequent development.** JMS, OCX, and SBIRS all planned to incorporate user feedback but, in practice, have not done so throughout development; MUOS did not plan to do so during software development.

Program efforts to involve users often did not match what their planning documentation described. In addition, when user input was collected, program officials did not capture documentation of how user feedback was addressed. Further, we found that, in practice, none of the programs we reviewed had users providing feedback on actual working software until years after system development began. This was the case even for programs utilizing Agile or iterative-incremental software development approaches, where user involvement and feedback from using functional systems early in the development cycle is foundational.
These shortcomings were due, in part, to the lack of specific guidance on user involvement and feedback. Both DODI 5000.02 and DOD’s guiding principles for delivering information technology acquisitions note that software should be developed via usable software deliveries to obtain user acceptance and feedback for the next segment of work, but this guidance lacks specificity. In particular, DOD does not specify when to involve users and request their feedback, how frequently to seek user involvement and feedback on software deliverables, how to report back to users on how that feedback was addressed, and how to document the results of user involvement and feedback.\(^{44}\)

As a result of programs’ shortcomings with user involvement and feedback, programs risk delivering systems that do not meet user needs. In selected cases, delivered software was deemed operationally unsuitable by DOD testers and required substantial rework.

Further details on the extent to which programs implemented the four key characteristics are described below.

**JMS:** Program documents created at the start of JMS system development contain specific operating procedures for conducting interactions with the user community—Air Force personnel who track and catalogue objects in orbit—during acquisition and fielding. However, the program has not followed these operating procedures during system development.

- **Early Engagement.** The JMS program office planned to involve users early in development but, in practice, did not do so. JMS program documentation states that users were to be involved in user engagement sessions within the first 4 weeks of iterative development.\(^{45}\) However, the first documented user engagement session was held more than a year after development start.

- **Continual Engagement.** The JMS program office planned to engage users throughout development but, in practice, did not do so. JMS program documentation states that user engagement sessions are to


\(^{45}\)According to JMS documentation, user engagement sessions are to be held within and associated with service pack sprints.
be held regularly during development—roughly every 2 to 4 weeks. However, in practice, program officials told us they only involved users as needed during software development. We found that the frequency of user engagement events varied from several weeks to more than 6 months. According to program officials, there were limited users available, and their operational mission duties were prioritized over assisting with system development.

**Feedback Based on Actual Working Software.** The JMS program office did not provide users an opportunity to give feedback based on actual working software during development. According to program documentation, designs and notional drawings, not working software, were to be used for user engagement sessions. While JMS did provide users opportunities to provide feedback, this feedback was not on actual working software. Program officials said the goal of these events was never intended to include user feedback on actual working software. However, users told us that when they were finally able to use the system for the first time, 4 years after development started, it did not function as needed. The software did not execute what it had been designed to do, and earlier user engagement on actual working software may have identified these issues.

**Feedback Incorporated Into Subsequent Development.** The JMS program office planned to incorporate user feedback into development but, in practice, did not do so. JMS program documentation states that the program will document user feedback from user engagement events using summary notes communicated back to the user. However, JMS users said it was often unclear if their feedback was incorporated. For example, in March 2016, a user engagement event was held to discuss any questions and concerns relating to the planned system’s conjunction assessment—a key feature that predicts orbit intersection and potential collision of space objects—that resulted in 8 user-identified issues. When we met with the users in 2018, they told us that conjunction assessment issues remained unaddressed, and they would still be reliant on the legacy system to fully execute the mission and perform their duties. The legacy system is still needed, they said, because the program deferred critical functions, and the most recent operational test found the system to be operationally unsuitable.

**MUOS:** The MUOS program office did not engage users—Army Forces Strategic Command personnel who support the narrowband and wideband communications across the Air Force, Marines, Navy, and Army—during software development but are engaging users while developing software during sustainment, the acquisition phase after
development when the program mainly supports and monitors performance. Following the end of development, at an operational test event in 2015, DOD testers deemed the system was operationally unsuitable. The MUOS program office moved to an Agile development approach in 2017 to address software deficiencies in preparation for the next operational test event.

- **Early Engagement.** The MUOS program office did not engage users early in development. Program documentation does not describe any plans for user engagement or involvement during development and, according to program officials, no users evaluated the actual system during development.

- **Continual Engagement.** The MUOS program office did not continually engage with users. Program documentation does not describe any plans for user engagement or involvement during development. Program officials said no users evaluated the system during development because there were no users with real world experience on a system like MUOS. However, as previously noted, SMDC/ARSTRAT represented end users’ interests during MUOS development.

- **Feedback Based on Actual Working Software.** The MUOS program office did not provide users an opportunity to give feedback based on actual working software. Program documentation does not describe a process for obtaining user feedback based on actual working software. The first time users had a chance to fully operate the system was after development ended, in preparation for operational testing in 2014, which identified numerous defects. Additionally, MUOS users said that they have since identified 128 functions in 11 critical areas that must be addressed or they will not accept the system.47 Users

---

46 For the purposes of this report, MUOS assessment reflects user engagement characteristics during software development, although the program has since incorporated Agile approaches during software sustainment. Since then, the program engages users on working software and incorporates their feedback into the next iteration of development. Space and Missile Defense Command / Army Forces Strategic Command (SMDC/ARSTRAT) represented military service users across the military components during MUOS system development, but not system operators at the Naval Computer and Telecommunications Area Master Station Pacific. According to program officials, there were no MUOS System Operators (Network Management personnel) with real world experience on a system like MUOS during development.

47 These items were based on a Joint MUOS Readiness Tracker, which was developed by both users and the program office to track all tasks that need to be completed across the program and operational command prior to full operational acceptance. The tasks are aligned to the system updates needed to return to operational test.
also said that some of the vulnerabilities found during operational testing, including cybersecurity vulnerabilities, have been deferred.

- **Feedback Incorporated Into Subsequent Development.** The MUOS program office did not incorporate user feedback into development. Program documentation did not describe plans to gain user feedback or acceptance into the development of the MUOS system. In addition, users and the contractor told us that program officials did not allow direct interaction during development due to a concern that such interactions could lead to changes in system requirements. The program office said that user involvement to-date has not caused delays to testing or software delivery.

**OCX:** The OCX program had limited user engagement, but has recently held user engagement events based on releases of actual working software. The program has made efforts to obtain feedback from users, but users have noted there is no time in the schedule to address much of their feedback prior to delivering the system.

- **Early Engagement.** The OCX program office involved users early in development in accordance with its plans. From 2011, OCX users were involved in technical meetings where they provided feedback on the concept of operations and the design of the system.

- **Continual Engagement.** The OCX program office planned to engage users throughout development but, in practice, did not fully do so. OCX planning documentation includes multiple opportunities for user engagement at various stages of system development, including operational suitability and “hands-on” interaction with an integrated system. According to the program office, numerous events were held for users to give feedback on the system. However, since 2012, the program has only held one of its planned events to address operational suitability. In addition, other opportunities for users to operate the system have been removed to accommodate the program’s schedule, such as “day in the life” events that allowed users to validate the system as they would actually operate it. Users said that removing events like these created fewer opportunities to identify and resolve new deficiencies.

---

48According to the OCX Human Engineering Program Plan, comments are to be received from three primary event types or triggers: (1) active (“hands on”) operator interaction on functional portions of OCX, or the integrated OCX system; (2) operator (non “hands on”) participation in scheduled OCX operator engagement events; and stakeholder unsolicited recommendations.
Feedback Based on Actual Working Software. OCX did not plan to provide users an opportunity to give feedback based on actual working software but, in practice, did so years into development. OCX planning documents rely on simulations and mock-ups for evaluating system usability. However, users told us that mock-ups do not allow them to test functionality and may not be representative of the final delivered product. Starting in 2014—2 years after development started—users had opportunities to review the limited functionality available at the time. Since 2017, users said they were able to test working software.

Feedback Incorporated Into Subsequent Development. The OCX program office planned to incorporate user feedback into development but, in practice, did not do so throughout development. OCX planning documentation includes a user comment response process that would collect and validate user comments and communicate results back to the users. According to the program office, for OCX Block 0, users provided feedback that was incorporated prior to the first launch. While OCX users said that they have the opportunity to provide feedback, there is a growing list of unaddressed Block 1 issues to be resolved. Some of these feedback points, if left unresolved, may result in operational suitability concerns and a delayed delivery to operations. According to the program office, critiques from the users have either been closed, incorporated into the OCX design, or are still under assessment between the contractor and users. A majority of user feedback points for the OCX iteration currently in development remain unresolved, as depicted in figure 6. In 2016, DOD told the Air Force and the contractor to utilize DevOps. As previously noted, DevOps is intended to release automated software builds to users in order to unify development and operations and increase efficiency. The contractor stated it implemented DevOps in 2016. However, both the Air Force and the contractor admitted in 2018 they never had plans to implement the “Ops” side of DevOps, meaning they didn’t plan to automatically deliver software builds to the users. Without incorporating the users and experts in maintainability and deployment, the program is not benefiting from continuous user feedback.
SBIRS: SBIRS users—Air Force personnel who operate, command, and control SBIRS satellites to detect and track missile launches—were not involved during early system development and the program only recently increased the frequency of user events. SBIRS users have been able to provide feedback on working software but are unaware how this feedback is incorporated into software development.

- **Early Engagement.** The SBIRS program office did not engage users early in development because users were not in place and user groups were not defined. The program planning documentation that instituted the framework for user involvement was not in place until 2004.49 According to SBIRS users and test officials, this resulted in a poor interface design and users being unable to respond adequately to critical system alerts when using the system. Though the program

---

49 The SBIRS Human Factors Engineering Program Plan was updated in 2004 to define the use of Operational Design Teams, which are used to apply user-centered design principles from the design effort through test, evaluation, and verification.
contractor told us that user involvement is critical for ensuring the developers deliver a system that users need and will accept, DOD officials said that users were not integrated with the development approach until the software was ready to be integrated into a final product.

- **Continual Engagement.** The SBIRS program office planned to engage users throughout development but, in practice, did not do so. SBIRS planning documentation includes users involved in regular working groups throughout development. SBIRS users began to be involved with system development in 2013 on a weekly basis. Users were not involved during the 17 years of system development prior to this time.

- **Feedback Based on Actual Working Software.** The SBIRS program did not plan to provide users an opportunity to give feedback based on actual working software during development but, in practice, did so years into development. SBIRS documentation only outlines user engagement as reviewing and commenting on design plans. While users were able to provide feedback on working software in 2017, these events did not occur until 21 years after the start of development when the software was ready to be integrated. When users were able to provide feedback, they identified issues with the training system and cybersecurity.

- **Feedback Incorporated Into Subsequent Development.** The SBIRS program planned to incorporate user feedback into development but, in practice, did not do so. SBIRS planning documentation includes methods for users to provide feedback, but users said there is no feedback loop between them and the developers; therefore, users are unaware if their comments and concerns are addressed or ignored.

---

**Selected Programs Have Generally Not Delivered Software Frequently, but DOD Is Taking Steps to Improve Efforts**

DOD officials and DODI 5000.02 point to the benefits of delivering smaller packages of software more frequently, but the four programs we examined have generally delivered them infrequently. DOD is beginning to take steps to address these issues, such as establishing an independent advisory panel and considering recommendations issued by the Defense Science Board on the design and acquisition of DOD software.

**Selected programs continue to focus on infrequent deliveries.** According to industry practices, short, quick deliveries allow a program to deliver useful, improved capabilities to the user frequently and continually throughout development. Within industry, iterations for Agile development...
approaches are typically up to 6 weeks, and working software is delivered to the user at the end of each iteration. In addition, DODI 5000.02 states that for incremental development increments should be delivered within 2 years.

While two programs in our review—JMS and MUOS—say they have undertaken elements of Agile development, which emphasize smaller deliveries of frequent software to users, they still struggled to move away from the long delivery schedules common to waterfall development. In addition, the two programs with incremental development—OCX and SBIRS—have not delivered within suggested DOD time frames. See figure 7 below for program software deliveries.

---

50 DODI 5000.02 states that Incrementally Deployed Software Intensive Systems software deploys full capability in multiple increments as new capability is developed and delivered, nominally in 1-to 2-year cycles. DODI 5000.02, § 5(c)(3)(d) (Aug. 31, 2018). The OCX program is using an iterative-incremental software development approach. For the purposes of this review, we compared the program with both iterative and incremental recommended time frames.
Further observations on each of the four programs follow:

- JMS program officials and documentation indicate that the program is using an Agile development approach to deliver smaller, rapid deliveries to minimize risk. According to JMS program documentation, software releases were to be delivered in 6-month intervals. However, the program only delivered actual working software once during
development—a delivery of capability in 2014. The program was operationally accepted in late 2018. However, only 3 of 12 planned capabilities were accepted for operational use.

- The MUOS program used a traditional waterfall approach during development from 2004 to 2012 and has only had one overall software product delivery during that time. The program completed the software in 2012, yet continued to make changes during sustainment using the waterfall methodology and adopted an Agile approach in 2017 to address deficiencies. Since this adoption, it has delivered software more frequently—about every 3 months. This is a significant improvement over the delivery time frames during the MUOS waterfall development approach.

- The OCX program is using an “iterative-incremental” development approach. According to OCX software development plans, this approach was to enable early and frequent deliveries of capabilities. Specifically, the program plans for iterations to be completed every 22 weeks. However, since software development began in 2012, OCX has delivered just one increment of software, referred to by the OCX program as a block.

- The SBIRS program began in 1996, using a waterfall approach, and has had two deliveries of software. SBIRS Increment 1 was delivered in 2001, and the next increment, SBIRS Increment 2, Block 10, was delivered 15 years later, in 2016. The next increment, SBIRS Increment 2, Block 20, is expected to be delivered in 2019.

Part of the reason programs delivered larger software packages less frequently was the adherence to the process steps in the DODI 5000.02 that were designed under the waterfall approach. While DODI 5000.02 authorizes programs to tailor their acquisition procedures to more efficiently achieve program objectives, none of the programs that were trying to employ a newer development approach took steps to tailor procedures in order to facilitate development. For example, the OCX contractor said it was delayed by complying with technical reviews under a military standard for traditional waterfall approaches, such as the Preliminary Design Review, Critical Design Review, and others, but the OCX program did not alter these reviews, despite having flexibility to do so. The contractor told us a more tailored approach would enable execution of smaller iterations of software deliverables. Similarly, the JMS program office noted that it was not fully able to integrate Agile development practices because of all the different technical reviews, but JMS did not tailor these requirements to more efficiently achieve outcomes, despite flexibility to do so.
DOD officials have acknowledged these challenges and have recently begun recommending steps to address them. Officials we spoke with from Defense Digital Service, Director of Operational Test and Evaluation, and DOD leadership said that rapid development of software using newer software practices does not fit with the requirements of the DOD acquisition process. Further, DOD’s Special Assistant for Software Acquisition said that DOD software development should be iterative, providing the critical capabilities in smaller, more frequent deliveries rather than delivering capabilities in a single delivery via traditional waterfall software development. In addition, other DOD officials we interviewed agreed that since DOD programs may not always know the full definition of a system’s requirements until late in development, additional flexibility to tailor acquisition approaches could improve software acquisitions.

In acknowledging the challenges in moving from a waterfall model to a more incremental approach, various DOD groups have made recommendations to support delivery of smaller, more timely software deliverables:

- In February 2018, the Defense Science Board issued a series of recommendations to support rapid, iterative software development. The recommendations included requiring all programs entering system development to implement iterative approaches and providing authority to the program manager to work with users.\(^{51}\)

- In April 2018, the Defense Innovation Board made recommendations to improve DOD software acquisitions, such as moving to more iterative development approaches that would deliver functionality more quickly.\(^{52}\)

- In June 2018, the DOD Section 809 Panel recommended eliminating the requirements for Earned Value Management (EVM)—one of DOD’s primary program planning and management tools—in Agile programs.\(^{53}\) However, other DOD and industry guides state that Agile

---


programs can still report EVM if certain considerations are made, such as an Agile work structure that provides a process for defining work and tracking progress of this work against planned cost and schedule.54

Pursuant to the Fiscal Year 2019 National Defense Authorization Act, DOD is required, subject to authorized exceptions, to begin implementation of each recommendation submitted in the final report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on the Design and Acquisition of Software for Defense Systems by February 2020. For each recommendation that DOD is implementing, it is to submit to the congressional defense committees a summary of actions taken; and a schedule, with specific milestones, for completing implementation of the recommendation.55 We intend to monitor DOD’s progress in implementing the recommendations.

---


The programs we reviewed faced management challenges using commercial software, applying outdated software tools and metrics, and having limited knowledge and training in newer software development. DOD is taking steps to address these challenges.

DOD has previously encouraged DOD acquisition programs to use commercial software where appropriate. For example, in 2000 and in 2003, DOD policy encouraged considering the use of commercial software. In addition, regulations continue to emphasize consideration of commercial software suitable to meet the agency’s needs in acquiring information technology. DOD officials said that, although the effort to maintain commercial software may be equivalent to developing such capabilities in-house, programs should still consider the use of commercial software because DOD and its contractors may lack the technical skillsets to develop a similar product.

However, three of the programs we reviewed had difficulty integrating and maintaining modified commercial software during development:

- The JMS acquisition approach was to only use commercial and government-provided software with no new software development planned, but the commercial products selected were not mature and required additional development, contributing to schedule delays.
- The MUOS program underestimated the level of effort to modify commercial software, which increased cost and introduced schedule delays in completing both the ground system and the waveform. According to an Aerospace official who advised the program on software issues, the MUOS software development approach was to use a commercial software solution but with substantial modifications. In particular, the MUOS contractor planned to take a

What is Commercial Software?
Software that is ready-made and commercially available to the public.

Examples:
- Microsoft Windows
- Red Hat Enterprise Linux
- VxWorks

Source: GAO Analysis of DOD and Industry Documentation | GAO-19-136

56The Aerospace Corporation is a Federally Funded Research and Development Center (FFRDC). FFRDCs are unique nonprofit entities sponsored and funded by the U.S. government to meet some special long-term research or development need which cannot be met as effectively by existing in-house or contractor resources.
commercial cellular system and substantially modify it for MUOS. This official, along with the MUOS program office, said that underestimating the level of effort to modify and integrate the commercial software has been the program’s biggest challenge.

- In September 2015, we found that the OCX contractor was overly optimistic in its initial estimates of the work associated with incorporating open source and reused software. Further, according to the Air Force, OCX program managers and contractors did not appear to follow cybersecurity screening or software assurance processes as required. For example, open source software was incorporated without ensuring that it was cybersecurity-compliant. These problems led to significant rework and added cost growth and schedule delays to address the cybersecurity vulnerabilities and meet cybersecurity standards. In addition, in an independent assessment of OCX, officials from the MITRE Corporation said that there is a lack of appreciation for the effort required for commercial software integration, stating that the level of effort is “categorically underestimated.”

Some program officials noted that commercial software updates led to system instability and increased costs. For example, OCX program officials said that updating an operating system version led to 38 other commercial software changes. Each of these changes had to be configured, which took considerable time and added cost to the program. Similarly, the SBIRS contractor said they have been concerned that updates to commercial software could create a domino effect of instability, and the risks could outweigh the benefits of the update. For example, if one commercial software product is updated and becomes unstable, instability may be introduced to other commercial software products and software components. On the other hand, not updating software products could lead to cybersecurity concerns. As we previously noted, developers of commercial software generally update software to address identified flaws and cybersecurity vulnerabilities. We also reported in a review of weapon systems cybersecurity that, although there

---


are valid reasons for delaying or forgoing weapon systems patches, this means some weapon systems are operating, possibly for extended periods, with known vulnerabilities.⁶⁰

In addition, the lifecycles of commercial software can contribute to management challenges when these products become obsolete. For example, in 2014, a MUOS Ground System Deep Dive review identified that 72 percent of the MUOS software was considered to be obsolete.⁶¹ According to program officials, commercial software became obsolete before or soon after it was fielded, especially for operating systems and browsers, due to the long MUOS development cycle. Software obsolescence is also among the top risks of the OCX program and has contributed to additional costs during development.

DOD officials and others have started to acknowledge challenges in using commercial software. For example, as we previously reported in 2018, DOD has stated that many weapon systems rely on commercial and open source software and are subject to any cyber vulnerabilities that come with them.⁶² While DOD states that using commercial software is a preferred approach to meet system requirements, some program officials we interviewed told us that the effort to modify and update commercial software is underestimated. DOD is working on helping programs understand commercial software risks. For example, in January 2018, DOD published a Guidebook for Acquiring Commercial Items. In addition, Defense Acquisition University offers several modules designed to address challenges in integrating commercial solutions.

⁶⁰GAO-19-128.

⁶¹Obsolescence refers to the process or condition by which a piece of equipment, or software, becomes no longer useful, or a form and function which is no longer current; or is no longer supported by the supplier or original equipment manufacturer.

⁶²GAO-19-128.
Three of the DOD programs we reviewed have experienced challenges in using outdated software tools or identifying appropriate performance metrics as they transition to newer software development approaches.

Contractors continue to rely upon outdated software tools and experience challenges. We found that three of the programs we reviewed used tools that are considered outdated and lack the flexibility needed for iterative development. Contractors for three of the four programs we reviewed have experienced software development challenges due to outdated tools:

- The SBIRS contractor uses a suite of tools that is considered outdated for newer commercial approaches. For example, one of these tools relies on a central database that, if corrupted, will stop development work and could take days or weeks to fix. According to the contractor, fixing this database has led to multiple periods of downtime and schedule delays.

- The MUOS contractor also uses a toolset that is considered outdated by commercial software development experts. The program moved to a newer Agile development approach in 2017 but has retained an older software development toolset. The MUOS contractor said they are heavily reliant on these tools for development and do not anticipate changing the toolset.

- The OCX contractor also uses tools that are considered outdated by commercial approaches. According to the contractor, these tools have been in place for many years, and switching over to a new set of tools would not be in the best interest of the program because it could be disruptive to ongoing development. Defense Digital Service experts said that a particular suite of tools used by the OCX contractor is outdated because the tools lack the flexibility needed for iterative development.

- Both MUOS and SBIRS contractors said that they have had to train new employees to use their outdated tools. For example, the SBIRS contractor told us that when new employees begin work on the SBIRS program, they already know how to use newer tools but have to be trained on the outdated tools used for SBIRS development. The SBIRS contractor said this has affected retention of its workforce in
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63 For example, newer software development practices use a set of tools such as configuration management software, continuous integration systems, code repositories, and issue tracking systems.
some cases, and the program has allocated funding to transition to newer tools in order to better recruit and retain personnel.

Two contractors have taken steps to update their software tools to increase automation and cloud-based testing but have not yet experienced the anticipated efficiencies:

- The OCX contractor is attempting to employ cloud-based testing and a DevOps approach. The contractor said it had to gain approval from the DOD Chief Information Office to employ commercial cloud-based testing for the unclassified portions of OCX but it has not gained similar approval for the classified portion.

- The SBIRS contractor is using a software testing tool that would allow for faster automated testing but is not yet realizing the full benefit of its use. The SBIRS testers did not use this tool in the way it was intended. Specifically, the contractor said that when the software was deployed to the testing environment, testers deactivated the software at the end of their shifts instead of allowing it to run continuously until the tests were complete. The contractor said the testers did this because there were concerns over unauthorized access to the system if no one was present. As a result, the contractor separated the tests into 8-hour segments rather than allowing the tests to run continuously, reducing the effectiveness and value of automated testing.

The Defense Science Board, Defense Innovation Board, and others have recommended DOD use tools that enable the developers, users, and management to work together daily. As noted, DOD is required to begin implementation of the recommendations made in the Defense Science Board report.

**Metrics may not support newer development approaches.** We have previously found that leading developers track software-specific metrics to gauge a program’s progress, and that traditional cost and schedule metrics alone may not provide suitable awareness for managing iterative software development performance.\(^\text{64}\) Three programs have faced

---

challenges in identifying and collecting metrics that provide meaningful insight into software development progress:

- JMS planned to collect traditional software development metrics to measure software size and quality, as well as Agile metrics that provide insight into development speed and efficiency. However, officials from the JMS government integrator managing sub-contracts said they lack regular reporting of metrics and access to data from subcontractors that would allow them to identify defects early. These officials said this was a challenge because the program has to run its own quality scans at the end of each sprint instead of being able to identify defects on a daily basis.

- MUOS program officials were able to receive Agile metrics from the contractor when they transitioned to Agile development, but they lacked access to the source data, which they said hindered their ability to oversee development.

- OCX program officials said they plan to use performance-based metrics throughout the remainder of the program. However, the metrics may not adequately track performance as intended. The Defense Contract Management Agency reviewed OCX metrics, particularly those related to DevOps, and expressed concern that program metrics may only measure total defects that were identified and corrected but may not provide insight into the complexity of those defects.

**DOD is taking steps to identify useful software development metrics and ways to include them in new contracts.** DOD is aware of challenges with metrics and is taking actions to address the issues. For example, the Defense Innovation Board is consulting with commercial companies to determine what metrics DOD should collect; and the Air Force’s Space and Missile Systems Center has tasked The Aerospace Corporation with examining how to apply software performance metrics in contracts for DOD space programs. DOD offices such as the Defense Science Board and DOD Systems Engineering, as well as several Federally Funded Research and Development Centers including the Software Engineering Institute and The Aerospace Corporation, have also attempted to identify new metrics in correlation with advances in software development approaches.
Two Program Offices Lacked Newer Software Development Knowledge, but DOD Is Working to Improve Training

Two program offices we reviewed experienced challenges due to limited software development knowledge:

- OCX experienced an extended period of inefficient processes because it lacked an understanding of newer approaches. According to Defense Digital Service, when the Office of Secretary of Defense advised the OCX program in May 2016, it discovered that neither the program office nor contractor had been aware of the benefits of automated testing. Defense Digital Service helped the OCX contractor automate a process that had been taking as long as 18 months to one in which the same process takes less than a day. If the program office had been aware of newer software approaches, it could have recognized these inefficiencies much earlier and avoided unnecessary schedule delays.

- The MUOS contractor lacked an “Agile advocate” in the program office, which undermined its ability to fully employ an Agile development approach. For example, even after the contractor adopted an Agile approach, the program office directed the contractor to plan out all work across software builds in order to maintain control over requirements—similar to a waterfall approach but inefficient in Agile. According to the Software Engineering Institute, without an Agile advocate in a program’s leadership, organizations tend to do a partial Agile or “Agile-like” approach.

Program officials from the programs we reviewed said that while they have taken some software development training, more would be beneficial. The JMS program office said that there are external training courses available locally as well as trainings at Air Force’s Space and Missile Systems Center, but neither are required. JMS program officials said that, while specific software training has not been required for the program outside of Defense Acquisition University certifications, courses on managing software-intensive programs would have been beneficial. Similarly, Defense Contract Management Agency officials told us that

---

65A practice of Agile development is to identify an Agile champion within senior management—someone with formal authority within the organization to advocate the Agile approach and resolve impediments. Similarly, another practice of Agile development is to ensure all teams include coaches or staff with Agile experience. This practice stresses the importance of including those with direct experience in applying Agile on each team.

OCX program officials would have benefited from more software development training. The MUOS program office said its training on software acquisition, software and systems measurement, software planning supportability and cost estimating, and software policies and best practices was sufficient, but the program office did not have newer software development training prior to transitioning to an Agile development approach.

DOD is working to improve software acquisition training requirements and update them to reflect changes in the software development industry. For example, in 2017, the Defense Acquisition University introduced a course on Agile software development that includes how Agile fits into the overall Defense Acquisition System and how to manage an Agile software development contract. DOD told us it is also working with the Defense Acquisition University to help inform a course on DevOps automation.

Conclusions

Software is an increasingly important enabler of DOD space systems. However, DOD has struggled to deliver software-intensive space programs that meet operational requirements within expected time frames. Although user involvement is critical to the success of any software development effort, key programs often did not effectively engage users. Program efforts to involve users and incorporate feedback frequently did not match plans. This was due, in part, to the lack of specific guidance on the timing, frequency, and documentation for user involvement and feedback. The lack of user engagement has contributed to systems that were later found to be operationally unsuitable.

Selected programs have also faced challenges in delivering software in shorter time frames, and in using commercial software, applying outdated software tools and metrics, and having limited knowledge and training in newer software development techniques. DOD acknowledges these challenges and is taking steps to address them.

Recommendations for Executive Action

We are making the following two recommendations to DOD:

The Secretary of Defense should ensure the department’s guidance that addresses software development provides specific, required direction on when and how often to involve users so that such involvement is early and continues through the development of the software and related program components. (Recommendation 1)
The Secretary of Defense should ensure the department’s guidance that addresses software development provides specific, required direction on documenting and communicating user feedback to stakeholders during software system development. (Recommendation 2)

We provided a draft of this product to the Department of Defense for comment. In its comments, reproduced in appendix II, DOD concurred. DOD also provided technical comments, which we incorporated as appropriate.

We are sending copies of the report to the Acting Secretary of Defense; the Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force; and interested congressional committees. In addition, the report will be available at no charge on GAO’s website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-4841 or ludwigsonj@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made major contributions to this report are listed in appendix III.

Jon Ludwigson
Acting Director, Contracting and National Security Acquisitions
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Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

Senate and House reports accompanying the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2017 contained provisions for GAO to review challenges in software-intensive Department of Defense (DOD) space systems, among other things. This report addresses, for selected software-intensive space programs, (1) the extent to which these programs have involved users and delivered software using newer development approaches; and (2) what software-specific management challenges, if any, these programs have faced.

To select the programs, we identified a non-generalizable, purposeful sample of four major defense programs representing different space military services where software is an essential component and where each program has experienced cost growth or schedule delays attributed, in part, to software challenges. We began our selection process with 49 DOD space programs from the U.S. Air Force and Navy services as identified by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Space Acquisition and a GAO subject matter expert. We then narrowed our selection to 19 Major Defense Acquisition Programs (MDAP) and Major Acquisition Information System (MAIS) programs identified by DOD. Next, using information from prior GAO Annual Weapons Assessments, DOD Selected Acquisition Reports, DOD Defense Acquisition Executive Summary Reports, and the Defense Acquisition Management Information Retrieval system, we identified 15 programs that were software-intensive systems as defined in the international standard ISO/IEC/IEEE 42207. This standard states that a software-intensive system is one where software contributes essential influences to the design, construction, deployment, and evolution of the system as a whole. From these 15 programs, 8 were found to have had cost growth or
schedule delays attributed, in some part, to software development.\textsuperscript{1} We further analyzed these 8 programs for unit cost or schedule breaches as defined in 10 U.S.C. § 2433 and 10 U.S.C. § 2366b, ultimately resulting in 7 programs.\textsuperscript{2} Finally, from these 7 programs, we chose a purposeful sample of 5 programs, ensuring representation from different DOD services and Acquisition Categories.

These programs are:

- Family of Advanced Beyond Line-of-Sight Terminals (FAB-T); Air Force MDAP
- Next Generation Operational Control System (OCX); Air Force MDAP
- Joint Space Operations Center Mission System Increment 2 (JMS); Air Force MAIS
- Mobile User Objective System (MUOS); Navy MDAP
- Space-Based Infrared System (SBIRS); Air Force MDAP

We were unable to assess FAB-T software issues with the same level of detail as the other programs we reviewed because, despite prior software

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{1}These cost and schedule breaches are, or in the case of schedule breaches, were, defined as: Significant Nunn-McCurdy Unit Cost Breach: The cost growth threshold, as it relates to the current Acquisition Performance Baseline, is an increase of at least 15 percent over the program acquisition unit cost (PAUC) or average procurement unit cost (APUC) for the current program as shown in the current Baseline Estimate. The cost growth threshold, as it relates to the original Acquisition Performance Baseline, is an increase of at least 30 percent over the PAUC or APUC for the original program as shown in the original Baseline Estimate. Significant Change, as it relates to the original estimate: schedule change that will cause a delay of more than 6 months but less than 1 year; an increase in the estimated development cost or full life-cycle cost for the program by at least 15 percent but less than 25 percent; or a significant, adverse change in the expected performance of the MAIS to be acquired. Critical Change, as it relates to the original estimate: the system has failed to achieve a Full Deployment Decision within 5 years after the Milestone A decision for the program or, if there was no Milestone A, the date when the preferred alternative is selected for the program (excluding any time during which program activity is delayed as a result of a bid protest); a schedule change will cause a delay of 1 year or more; the estimated development cost or full life-cycle cost for the program has increased 25 percent or more; or a change in expected performance will undermine the ability of the system to perform the functions anticipated (i.e., the expected failure to meet a threshold Key Performance Parameter).

\textsuperscript{2}The MDAP definitions for significant and critical unit cost breaches are based on unit cost growth as defined in 10 U.S.C. § 2433. The MAIS program definitions for significant and critical changes are based on schedule, cost, or expected performance of the program were defined in 10 U.S.C. 2445c prior to repeal by the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010, Pub. L. No. 111-84, § 846 (2009).}
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challenges, the program stated it does not have documentation that separately tracks software-related requirements or efforts. This brought our total to 4 selected programs.

To address the objectives, we interviewed officials from the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment, Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Engineering, Office of Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation, Office of the Director of Operational Test and Evaluation, Defense Digital Service, Defense Innovation Board, and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Space Acquisition. We also interviewed officials from the selected program offices and their respective contractors, subcontractor, integrator, space systems users, a DOD test organization, and Federally Funded Research and Development Centers. In addition, we conducted a literature search using a number of bibliographic databases, including ProQuest, Scopus, DIALOG, and WorldCat. We reviewed documentation that focused on software-intensive major military acquisitions. We conducted our search in March 2018.

To determine how effectively selected DOD software-intensive space programs have involved users and adopted newer software development approaches, we reviewed applicable DOD policies, guidance, and federal statute that identify characteristics of user engagement. These sources were the Department of Defense Instruction (DODI) 5000.02; Office of the Secretary of Defense Report to Congress, A New Approach for Delivering Information Technology in the Department of Defense; and National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010. We supplemented this with Defense Science Board and Defense Innovation Board documentation, and other industry analyses. We then reviewed relevant program plans and documentation, such as human engineering and human systems integration plans, standard operating procedures, acquisition strategies, software development plans, and other program user engagement guidance to identify plans for user engagement. We then conducted interviews with space system users and analyzed software development documentation to evaluate the extent to which programs met these DOD user engagement characteristics. We also analyzed user feedback reports to identify trends in user feedback. We also examined DOD and OMB guidance and applicable leading practices to identify time frames for delivering software under incremental and iterative software development approaches, and we compared these time frames to program performance.
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To determine what software-specific management challenges, if any, selected programs faced, we reviewed reports and studies on software tools and metrics used to manage software programs, including GAO reports, DOD policies and guidance, and studies from the Software Engineering Institute. We then reviewed program documents, such as Software Development Plans, System Engineering Plans, System Engineering Management Plans, Software Resource Data Reports, Test and Evaluation Master Plans, Master Software Build Plans, and Obsolescence Plans, as applicable, as well as contracts and Statements of Work. We reviewed defect metrics and reports on amounts of new, reused, inherited, and commercial software; test and evaluation reports; program management reports; and external program assessments. We also evaluated program retrospectives and DOD reports on leading practices to understand how programs are making efforts to address challenges in these areas. We spoke with contractors and an applicable subcontractor and government integrator, program officials, and officials from Federally Funded Research and Development Centers to understand program issues, including program office and contractor training requirements.


We conducted this performance audit from November 2017 to March 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
Appendix II: Comments from the Department of Defense

January 23, 2019

Mr. Jon Ludwigson
Acting Director, Contracting and National Security Acquisitions
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Ludwigson:


(U) The Department is providing official written comments for inclusion in the report. My point of contact is Col Carlos Quinones, 703-614-3882.

Sincerely,

Kevin Fahey

Enclosure
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GAO Draft Report Dated December 20, 2018
GAO-19-136 (GAO CODE 102475)

“DOD SPACE ACQUISITIONS: INCLUDING USERS EARLY AND OFTEN IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT COULD BENEFIT PROGRAMS”

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS TO THE GAO RECOMMENDATION

RECOMMENDATION 1: The Secretary of Defense should ensure the department’s guidance that addresses software development provides specific, required direction on when and how often to involve users so that such involvement is early and continues through the development of the software and related program components.

DoD RESPONSE: DoD concurs.

RECOMMENDATION 2: The Secretary of Defense should ensure the department’s guidance that addresses software development provides specific, required direction on documenting and communicating user feedback to stakeholders during software system development.

DoD RESPONSE: DoD concurs.
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